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I~TERFERENCE PHE OMENA IN DEFORMED SI~GLE 

CRYSTALS OF ICE 

By C. J. READING * and J. T. BARTLETT 

(Meteorological Office, Bracknell , Berkshire, England) 

ABSTRACT. \\'hen rectangular single crysta ls of ice were subjected to u niaxial compression para ll el to 
their long axes a nd viewed between crossed polarizers, interference fringes were often obsen ·ed . Some of 
these interference band were associa ted with grain boundaries formed as a result of " kinking" . These can 
bc ex plained in te rms of the known an iso tropic optical properti es of ice and the cha nge in the ori enta tion of 
the optic ax is across the bounda ry. This case has been analysed in de tail with the aid of J ones' calculus and 
good q uan tita tive agreement exis ts between the theory and the expe,-imenta l observa tions. 

O ther interference bands were observed parallel to the trace of the basal plane on the urface of some 
deformed crys ta ls. Alternative hypotheses for the explanation of this phenomenon have been considered a nd 
it seems proba ble that these bands are a result of slight random misorientations between adj acen t lip lamellae . 
. -\ppl ying Jones' ca lculus to a imple model of such a deformed crystal ind icates that the req uired mis
o rienta tions a re of the order of 1 0 . If this explana tion is correct, it implies that dislocations with non -basal 
Burgers "ectors (probably c[ 000 I ]) make an acti ve cont ribution to the deformation. 

R ESU.\1 E. Plzinomines d'i1lIe:/irellce d~l1s '''' m 710cristal diforme de glace. Lorsque des monocri staux rec langula ires 
de glace soumis a une compression uniaxiale parallele a Icurs gra nds axes sont observes entre des polariseurs 
c roises, des franges d'interference sonl souven t observees. Certaines de ees ba ndes d'interference sont 
associees a des limites de grain qui se formelll com me s'i l y avai t oonouage". On peut I'expliquer par le 
proprietes con nues d 'anisotropie optique de la glace et le changem ent dans I'orien tation de I'axe optique 
it travers la limite. Ce cas a ete analyse en d etail avec I'a ide du ca lcul de J ones e t une bonne concordance 
quantitative existe entre la theorie et les observations experimentales . 

On observe d 'autres bandes d ' interference paralleles a la trace des pla ns de base it la surface de quelques 
cristaux deform es . Une hypothese ou une a utre ont e te considerees pour I' explica lion de ce phenomene et 
il semble proba ble que ces ba ndes sont le resultat de petites va riations a leatoires d 'ori entation ent re d es 
plans d e g lissements voisins. L'a pplication du calcul de Jones it un m odele simple d 'un le! cristal deforme 
montre q ue les vari a tions d 'orientations necessaires sont de I'ordre du d egre. Si ce lte expli ca tion est 
correcte, el le implique que les dislocations avec des vec teurs d e Burgers non ba,a ux ( prob:tblem ~ 11l C[OOO I] ) 
prennent une part active it la deformation. 

ZUSAMMENFAS UNG. Illlerjerellzphiinomene ill deformierlell Eis-Einkristallell. \ Venn rechtwinklige, einkrisla lline 
Eisprismen p a rallel zu ihrer La ngsachse komprimiert wurden, konnten oft Interferenze rscheinungen in 
pola ri siertem Licht beobachtet werden. Ein ige dieser Interferenzbander waren infolge der Sta uchung mit 
der Bildung von Korngrenzen verbunden ; sie konnen mit der beka nl1len optischen An iso tropic des Eises 
und dem vVechsel der optischen Achse an der Korngrenze erklart werden . Diese r Fall wurde mil Hil fe 
der M a trizcnrechnung nach Jones unlersucht. Theorie und Experimen t sl immen quantitativ gUl uberein. 

Andere I nterferenzbander wurden parallel zur Schnittlinie der Basa lebene mit der Oberftache 
deformi erter Eiskristalle beobachte t. Zwei ve rschiedene Hypothesen zur Erkla rung dieses Pha nomens wurden 
untersucht. W a hrscheinlich wurden die Interferenzbander durch geringfugige zufallige Orientierungsunter
schiede benachba rter Schichten in der Gleitzone verursacht. Die M a tri zen rechnung nach J one zeigt fur 
ein einfaches M od ell eines d eformi erten Krista lles, dass die erforderli chen Orientierungsunterschiede von 
Schicht zu Schicht etwa 1 0 betragen mussen. Wenn diese Erklarung richtig iSl, folgt daraus, dass 
Verse tzungen mit Burgers-Vcktoren a usserha lb der Basa lebenen (wahrscheinlich crooo l] ) a kli ,' a n der 
D eforma tion beteiligt sind . 

I. I NTROD UCTIO N 

~ormal ice is a uniaxial crystal with hexagonal ymmetry 111 which the optic ax is IS 

perpendicular to the basal plane (0001 ) . This means tha change wh ich occur in the ori enta
tion of the c-axis of an ice crystal when it is d eformed can usuall y be easil y d etec ted by placing 
it between crossed polarizers and noting var iation in the extinction position. This property 
of ice has been used by a number of workers, notably :'\Iakaya (1958) in his v"ork on the 
bending of ice cry tals and Higashi and Sakai ( 196 1) in their experiment on the movement 
of mall-angle grain boundaries under stres _ 

In the series of experiments described in this paper and brieRy reported in a previous 
publication (Bartlett and R eadings, 1968) large singl e crystals of ice were grown from pure 
water by a modified Bt-idgman technique. R ectangular specimen (c . 5 cm X '2 cm Y 0.5 cm ) 
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were cu t from the single crystals and compressed parallel to their long axes in an appa ralus 
which is described a nd illustrated in an earlier paper (R eadi ngs and Bartlett, 1968, especia lly 
fig. 3) . During d eformation the specimens were immersed in white pa raffin (usua ll y called 
" kerosene" in the U nited States) in order to preven t evaporation from their surfaces. The 
pa raffin was con tained in a vessel which had stra in-free glass walls and was moun ted between 
cro sed sheets of " Polaroid", so that the specimens could be viewed in pola rized ligh t. 

In addi tion to cha nges in the extinction positions which occurred when specimens were 
deformed , there wel-e several situations in which in terference bands were observed a nd the e 
a re the subject of this paper. 

2. I NTERFERENCE BANDS AT G RA IN BOUNDAR IES 

2. 1 Observations 
H eavily d eformed specimens often div ide in to two or more distinct ice crystals which are 

sepa rated by well-defined grain bound aries, a d escribed in our previous paper (R eading 
a nd Ba rtlett, (968). In many cases ligh t and dark bands pa ra llel to the trace of the grain 

Fig. I. Inleuerence bands at a grain boundary. 

boundary on the surface of the specimen were then seen (F ig. 1). These ba nds were only 
visible in polarized ligh t and became coloured when the monochroma tic sodium lamp used 
as a ligh t source in most of our experiments was replaced by a n unfiltered mercury lamp. I t 
is therefore clear that they were a n interference phenom enon. 

It was also found tha t these bands a ppeared to lie between the traces of the grain boundary 
on the fron t and back surfaces of the specimen, bu t that their precise posi tion and spacing 
genera lly a ltered as the polarizer and analyser were rotated together. 

2.2 The01Y 
An explana tion for this phenom enon can be given with reference to Figure 2. Plane 

pola rized ligh t en tering a single nys tal of ice will , in genera l, be divided into two componen t , 
polarized para llel to the " fast" and "slow" axes respec tively. On em erging from the crysta l 
these two components will have a phase difference 0, and will recombine to give, in general, 
an elliptically polarized beam of light . The phase difference 0 is called the retardance of the 
crys ta l and is given by 27T(n' - no) t/ 11, where n' and no are the refractive indices for ligh t 
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polarized parallel to the fast and slow axes respectively, t is the thickness of the crystal and ,\ 
is the wavelength of the incident light in vacuo. 

Now in the region of the gra in boundary, AB , the inciden t light will be divided into two 
components with a phase difference 01 by the first crystal and these will be further ubdivided 
by the second crystal, wh ich has a retardance O2 , Clearly 01 and O2 depend on the th icknesses 
of the two grains, tl and t2 re pectively, and therefore the state of polarization of the emergent 
beam will depend on its position relative to the grain boundary. For certain va lues of 01 

and O2 , the emergent beam will be plane polarized parallel to the incident beam, and under 
these condition a dark band will be ob erved when the specimen i viewed through the 
analyser. 

Since the difference between the two refrac tive indice for ice is small (ne = 1.3104, 
no = 1.3090 for ,\ = 5893 A) a ray of light pas ing through the grain boundary will be 
practically undeviated . Even for the extreme case in which the grain boundary i very 
steeply incli ned to the surface and the difference between the appropriate refract ive indice 
is nearly equal to the difference between the principal refractive indices, the deviation is les 
than about 2.5 °. It is al 0 reasonable to a ume that the surfaces of the specimen remain 
very nearly normal to the inciden t beam and therefore the two parts of the crystal may be 
treated as two linear retarders in ser ies. 

B 

I , 

A 

Fig. 2 . Di~grallllllatic cross-sectioll throllgh a graill bO[lIlda~)'. 

Systems of non-absorbing !'etarders, rotatOl's, and polarizers can be analysed convenienlly 
by a matrix calculus in troduced by l anes ( 1941[a], Cb]; Hurwitz and lanes, 1941 ). In thi 
calculus, the properties of a complex optical sy tem are represented by a 2 X 2 matrix \\'hi ch 
is the product of a set of matri ces, each of which corresponds to one component of the system. 
The electric vector Et, of light transmitted through any set of linear retarders, rotators, or 
polarizers can be represented by 

1:'[ = .\f/1 .I/ II _, .. , '\{o.\fIEi ( 1) 

where .11" '\[2' ' , ., JIn are the 2 X '2 matrices representing the 1 t, 2nd , ' , " and nth compo
nents of the system encountered by the light and Ei is the electric vector of the incident ligh t. 
J[\\'e are only concerned with relative intensitie (as in the problem under discussion), certai n 
simplifica tions can be made in the form of the appropriate matrices and vectors, In thi s case 
a linear retarder can be repre ented by 

[

el Y 

H = 
o 

where 2y is the retardance of the element and the x- and ),-axes are cho en to be parallel to 
i ts principal axes, 
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If the axes of the retarder make any other angle B wi th the x- and y -axes, it can be repre
sented by a matrix R' , where 

R' = S (8) RS( - 8) (3) 
with 

[co, e -,;n 1 
S(B) = (4) 

sin B cos B 

Now consider the system of two retarders (retardance 2y" and 2Y2) situated between 
crossed polarizers which corresponds to a d eform ed ice crystal. Let the x- and y -axes be 
defined by principal axes of the polarizer and analyser and let the principal axes of the 
retarders make angles 8, and 82 with the x - and y -axes. 

Then for this system 

Et = ,1{S(B2 ) R2S( - B2)}{S(B, ) R,S( - B, )} Ei (5) 
where .-1 is the matrix representing the analyser and is given by 

(6) 

If the incident ligh t is plane polarized, E; = (I, 0), since only the relative intensities are 
important. Multiplication of the matrices then shows that the transmitted light vector has 
the form Et = (0, Ey) where 

Ey = sin 2(8, - 82) sin y, sin Y2 + i{sin 28, sin y, cos Yz + sin 282 cos y, sin yz} (7) 

and the observed intensity J is eq ual to Eyr2 + EYi z where Ey = Eyr + iEy;. 
The general expression for the observed intensity can be simplified considerably if the 

polarizers are set so as to give complete extinction for one of the crystals. For example, if 
the first crystal appears dark, i. e. B, = 0 or 7T /2, the observed intensity in the region of the 
grain boundary becom es 

J = sin22p sin2yz (8) 

where p is the angle between the principal axes of the two crystals. 
The intensity is zero if p = 0 or if Y2 = m7T, where m is an integer. The case p = 0 is 

trivial, since it means that the extinction positions are the same for both crystals. 
In the other case 

(9) 
where n,' and no are the refractive indices appropriate to the second crystal. This means that 
there will be a dark band when tz = m).,/( n2 ' - no) and if the angle between the grain boundary 
and the surface is ex, the observed spacing is given by 

,\ cot ex 
52 = ( ' )" ( loa) 

n2 - no 

Similarly the observed spacing will be s" when the second crystal IS 111 the extinction 
position where 

2.3 Experimental tests 

)., cot ex 

(n,' - no)" 
( lob) 

The formulae derived above were checked experimentally for the special case in which 
"kinking" was confined to the plane of the specimen . In such cases the inclination of the 
optic axis to the plane of the specimen did not change. H ence the spacing of the interference 
bands could be computed by using experimental values for the thickness of the specim en, 
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the inclinations of the optic axis to the surface, and the apparent width of the grain boundary. 
The spacings computed in this way gave very satisfactory agreement with the observed 
spacings as shown in Table 1. ote that the angle between the slip traces in the grains and 
the angle between the extinction po itions would be the ame if kinking had actually 
occurred exactly in the plane of the specimen. H ence the last two columns in the table are a 
measure of the exten t to which this criterion wa satisfi ed . 

TABLE 1. SPACING OF INTERFERENCE BA:-lDS DUE TO 

G RAIN BOUNDARIE IN ICE 

Difference ill 
Observed Computed extinction Angle between 
spacing spacing positiolls slip traces 

mm mm deg deg 

0.083 0 .08g 10 7 ::: 4 
0.053 0.053 3·5 4 ± 2 
0.32 0.30 11 6 ± 1 
0.62 0.62 7± 1 
o. lg 0.17 5 4 ± 1 

0.2 to 0.3 0.2 5 6 ± 1 

It is clear from the preceding discussion that it is not possible to resolve the interference 
bands if the inclination of the grain boundary to the surface is too great. In the particular 
case for whi ch the optic axi s is perpendicular to the direction of viewing, the spacing will be 
less than o. I mm (the approximate limi t of resolution) if IX ~ 75°. In any other case, the 
pacing will be below the limit of resolution for even smaller values of IX. This probably 

explains ""hy the phenomenon was not observed at every grain boundary. 
On some occasions irregular spacings were observed and this may be taken as an indica

tion that the grain boundaries themselves are sometimes curved or irregular. 

3. I NTERFERENCE BANDS PARALLEL TO SLIP LINES 

3. I Observations 
In addition to the interference bands at grain boundaries which have already been 

described , light and dark bands parallel to the lip lines were frequently observed. An example 
of this type of band is shown in Figure 3. 

Fig. 3 . Illteljerence bands parallel 10 slip lines. 
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These bands ,vere first seen after a finit e deformation which varied from specimen to 
specimen, but was generally less than the deformation req uired to produce a visible slip line. 
As the deformation proceeded they became more distinct and were usually found to be most 
prominent in those regions of the crystal in which the slip lines eventuall y becam e most 
marked. I t is interesting to note, however , that even when most strongly developed , the e 
interference bands could on ly be seen clearly near the extinction position for the undeform ed 
crystal. 

Although the interference bands were predominantly parallel to the trace of the basa l 
plane in the surface, a few occasions were noted on which they changed direction . These 
could , however, generall y be associated with changes in the thi ckness of the specimen and it 
was found tha t they could be bent by d eliberately "contouring" a specimen , i. e. by melting 
part of it so that it had a variable thi ckness. This effect is shown in Figure 4. 

Fig. 4. lnterjermce ballds changing direction in a specimen qf variable thickness. The broad dark bands radiating.fram the left 
are frillges associated with the change ill thicklless. 

The spacing of the bands was m easured by taking photographs of som e of the specimen 
Although there were considerable variations in the observed spacings on any given specimen, 
a number of conclusions could be drawn. First, the spacing of the bands appeared to be 
independent of the wavelength of light used to view the specimen, the total strain and the 
orientation of the crossed polarizers. Secondly, changing the appl ied stress during deforma
tion did not produce any observable change in the spacing, though the bands became more 
diffuse if the stress was removed. Thirdly, the spacing tended to increase as the inclination <p 
of the optic axis to a plane normal to the direction of viewing increased. This last resul t is 
dem onstrated in Figure 5, in which the observed spacing is plotted as a function of <p. 

A direct comparison between the spacing of the interference bands and the spacing of the 
slip lines was not possible because they could not be measured accurately at the same time. 
However, earlier experiments (Readings and Bartlett , 1968) showed that thicknesses of the 
slip lamellae are typically a bout 50- 150 fLm and therefore the slip-line spacings which corres
pond to lamellae of these thicknesses have a lso been plotted in Figure 5. It is clear from th is 
diagram that the interference bands generally have a spacing about two or three times greater 
than the spacing of the corresponding slip lines . 
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O ne o ther feature of the in terference bands was that they were not normally visible when 
the inclination of the optic axis <p was less than about 15° or greater than about 70°. This 
p roperty is clearly demonstrated in Figure 6, in which the occurrence of interference bands is 
indicated as a fun ction of <p and the angle .p between the optic axis and the axis of compre sion . 

On a few occa ions interference bands were visible in a d eform ed specimen when the 
angle <p was slightly greater than about 15°, but disappeared when the specimen kinked so 
tha r <p decreased . This observation would seem to indicate that the occurrence of interference 
ba nds depends on the direction of viewing and is not a con equence of different mod es of 
deformation for specimens cut in different o ri entations. 

5 (mm) 

+ 
0·6 

1501' m 

0, 4 

0·2 
50)" m 

+ 

o 
Fig. 5 . Dependence o.fthe observed spacillg s o.finteiferellce bands Oil the inclination o.f tlte optic axis r/>. The length o.f the vertical 

lines indicates the spread i ll the spacillgs observed Oil illdividual specimens. 

3. 2 Theory 
From the observation described in the last paragraph, it i clear that a ati factm-y theory 

of lhi phenomenon should account not only for the appearance of light and dark bands 
parall el to the slip lines which become m ore marked as defQl"mation proceeds, bu t hould 
a lso explain why they have the foll owing properties . 

(i) The spacing of the bands is independent of the ori entation of the cro ed polarizer 
a nd the wavelength of light used to view the crystal. 

(ii ) The spacing of the bands i u ually a few times greater than the corre ponding slip 
band spacing. 
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(iii) The direction of the bands varies in specimens of variable thickness. 
(iv) The bands are not normally visible when the optic axis is nearly parallel to, or 

nearly perpendicular to, the direction of viewing. 

W e shall consider two possible explanations for the phenomenon in som e detail. The first 
suggestion is that the bands are produced as a result of changes in the optical properties of 
ice under stress. In this case the explanation would be similar to that given by Nye (1949, 
1950) for the light and dark bands which he observed in deformed silver chloride crystals. 
W e shall refer to this idea as the stress-optical hypothesis. 

The second hypothesis is suggested by analogy with the interference bands observed at 
grain boundaries and discussed above (section 2) . T hese bands are a consequence of the 
different orientations of the optic axis in two grains a nd it is therefore suggested that the 
interference bands under consideration arise from sligh t differences in the orientation of the 
optic axis in adjacent slip lamellae. We shall refer to this idea as the misorientation hypothesis. 

Y--
90° 

Cb 00 • • • •• 0 • 0 0 
0 0 ·0. • • • 0 

• 
• • • 

60° 

• • • 0 

0 

0 

30° 0 o BAN DS NOT OBSE RVED 

0 • BAN DS VISI BLE 

• 0 

0 • 0 ~ 0 

0° 30° 60° 90° 

Fig. 6. Visibiliry of interference bands as a functioll of the inclination of the ojJtic axis q, alld the angle between the optic axis 
and the axis of compression .p. 

(a) The stress-optical hypothesis 
I f, as seems probable, the stresses were not uniforml y di stribu ted throughou t the deformed 

ice crystals, it is clear that there could well be variations in the extinction po ition across a 
specimen. In particular, non-uniform stresses within a ingle lamella could lead to differences 
in the extinction position across it. Alternatively, there could be variations in the extinction 
position between neighbouring lamellae as a resu lt of differences in the stresses applied to 
them. In either case a series of light and dark bands parallel to the slip traces wo uld be seen 
between crossed polarizer. However, if the deformation was not too great, the variations in 
the extinction position might be expected to be small and the interference bands to only be 
clearly visible near the original extinction position , i.e. when the specimen appears a lmost 
completely d ark . 
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The spacing of such interference bands wou ld be determined by the fluctuations in the 
non-uniform stress and wou ld therefore be essentially independent of the wavelength of the 
light used to view them , in agreement with our observations. In the fir t case, however, the 
spacing wou ld be less than the spacing of the slip line contrary to our observations. This 
hypothesis therefore requires variations in the extinction position between neighbouring 
lamellae. 

The hypothesis does not, however, readily account for the change in direction of the 
interference bands with variations in the thickne s of the specimen, since this wo uld require 
the extinc tion position to be dependent on the thickne s of the specimen. 

The trongest evidence against the validity of thi hypothe i - at least, in the form in 
which it is being considered at present- is that the interference band were not normally seen 
\\·hen the lamellae were viewed edge on, wherea one would have expected variations in the 
extincti on position between neighbouring lamellae to be most clearl y seen in this orientation 
(er. N ye's ( [949, 1950) observations on silver chloride) . 

(b) The misorientation hypothesis 
Consider a small part of the deform ed crystal a represented in F igure 7 (the overlapping 

regions are so small that they can be neglected ) . In the misori entation hypothesis it i postu
lated that there are slight changes in the orientation of the crystal latti ce on pa sing from 
one sli p lamella to a no ther. 

Fig. 7. Diagram of all ice c~vstat defonned by compression. 

If the total deformation is not too large, the angles between the principal axes of each of 
the lamellae and the principal axes of the undeformed crystal are mall and since no net 
rotation of the extinction posi tion "vas normall y observed , it is reasonable to a ume that the 
misori entations are evenly distributed about the original extinction position . Further, since 
the misorientations are small , light is propagated through a d eformed specimen with negligible 
deviation and therefore a plane polarized beam of light entering the crystal will pass through 
what are , in effect, a series of linear retarders. On emerging it will, in general , be elliptically 
polarized , but because the lamellae are inclined to the axis of viewing, rays of ligh t passing 
through adjacent parts of the specimen will pas th rough lightl y different combinations of 
linear retarders and emerge with slightly differing polarization. This will in turn produce 
slight variations in the intensity transmitted through the analyser. 

I t is clear that, as in the case of the stress-optical hypothesis outlined above, the variations 
in intensity will be small and therefore onl y clearly visible near the original extinction position. 
It is a lso clear that since the phenomenon depend on the orientation of the slip lamellae, 
the spacing of the light and dark interference bands will be es en tially determined by them 
and be independent of the wavelength of light. 

In contrast to the stress-optical hypothesis, however, the pacing of the interference band 
can be expected to be rather greater than the spacing of the slip line, since the fluctuations in 
intensity are a result of the fact that light traverses different slip lam ellae. 
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This hypothesis can a lso account for changes in the direction of the interference bands in 
specimens of variable thickness, because the precise state of polarization of the emergent light 
depends on the number and thickness of the slip lamellae which it traverses . 

Fina lly, this hypothesis accounts qualitatively for the fact that the interference bands are 
not normally visible when the optic axis is nearly parallel to or nea rl y perpendicular to the 
direction of viewing. In the first case, the interference bands are not seen because the lamellae 
are very nearly optically isotropic and very large differences in their orien tation are necessary 
to produce a visib le effect. In the second case, the lamellae are being viewed a lmost end on 
and therefore in many cases the light will on ly traverse one or two different lamellae, whereas 
it is an essential feature of the misorientation hypothesis that the ligh t traverses a number of 
lamel lae. 

In view of this qualitative agreem ent between the observations a nd the m isorientation 
hypothesis, it will now be examined in more d etai l. 

(c) .\1 athematical analysis if the misorientation hypothesis 
Using the calculus introduced by l ones ( 194 1[a], Cb] ; Hurwitz and lones, 1941 ), the 

set of 11 lamellae in series through which any given ray passes can be represented by a sing e 
2 X 2 matrix Ai which is the product of the matrices representing each of the individua l 
lamellae. In this case each lamella can be represen ted by a matrix R/ which is the product 
of three matrices. 

where R j is the m atrix of the element referred to its own principal axes and Pi is the angle 
betvveen these axes and the principal axes of the undeformed crystal. The forms of the S 
and R matrices have been d efined above (Equations (2) and (4) in section 2.3) . 

By assuming Pi is small a nd neglecting the second order of small quantities it can be shown 
that 

[

exp (iYi ) 
R/ = 

2ipj sin Yi 

'2 iPi sin Yi ] 

exp (- iyj ) 

where 2Yi is the retardance of thejth elemen t in the series . The sine terms m ust be retained 
becau e it is not valid to assume that the re tardances of the individual elements are smal . 
A heet of ice with a thi ckness which is comparable with the thickness of the lamellae deduced 
from the observed spacing between the slip bands (c. lOO /Lm ) would have a retardance of 
about .". /2. 

The terms of the matrix .\1 representing a ll the lam ellae traversed by a given ray can be 
evaluated by taking the product of a ser ies of matrices of the form given by Equation ( 12) . 

Neglec ting terms of the m·der pj', the matrix elements are found to be as follows: 

m" = exp (+ir) , 
mu = exp (- ir), 

m l , = '2 i L Pi sin Yi exp (i ['j ) , 
j = 1 

" 
m' l = 2 i~>j sin Yi exp ( - irj) 

) = 1 

where '2 r is the retarda nce of the whole crystal 
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and for j = 2 to n- I , 

11 - ' 

f1l = L Yk. 

Now consider the case in which the ana ly er a nd polarizer a re set so as to give extinction 
for the undeformed crysta l, i.e. their axe are parallel to the reference axes. T hen the vector 
Et rep resenting the elliptically pola rized beam emerging fro m the cry ta l i given by 

Et = [ ~x] [rnll m12] [I] [mll ]. 
Ey m21 m22 0 m21 

I f the crysta l were undeformed m21 would be exactl y zero, mll would be equal to exp (if) 
and the em ergent beam would be plane polarized . 

1 n the case of the d eform ed crys ta l, the expressions derived above show that 

Ex = exp (i r), 

Ey = 2i L pj sin Yj exp ( - ifj ) . 

j = 1 

Because the misorientations pj a re small a nd evenly distributed about the mean extinction 
position, the component transmitted by the analyser Ey is small. H ence it is clear that the 
emergen t beam is very nearly plane polarized parallel to the x-axi s, but with a component 
Ey which is, in general , not equal to zero. As one moves across the crystal this component 
will fluctuate and hence the ellipticity of the em ergent beam will also flu ctuate. 

T he general behaviour of the component Ey is not easily visualized and therefore the state 
of polarization of the em ergent beam has been evaluated in d etail for a special case, illustra ted 
by Figure 8. In this model of a deformed crystal it is postulated tha t the principal axe of 

+~ 

--+-----~------~I~. O~----~----~1~. O~~) x 

Fig. 8. I dealized model of a diformed ice c~)lstal. 
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al tern ate lamellae are inclined at angles of + p a nd - p to the reference axes (where p is 
small) and that the lamellae are all of equal thickness. 

As shown a bove, when the axes of the pola rizer a nd ana lyser are set pa rallel to the reference 
axes, the only component of the ma trix represen ting the crystal which affects the intensity of 
ligh t tra nsmitted through the analyser is m2 [ . T he sum representing this term in Equa tion (14) 
can be rewritten in three parts representing the contributions of the first a nd last lamellae 
traversed and the intervening lamellae, 

i.e. m21 = 2i[A I +A n + A] ( 1]) 

where .. 11 = P, sin Y, exp (- iC ), 
.. I n = pn sin Yn exp (- ifn), 

1/ - 1 

. [ =L pj sin Yj exp ( - ifj), 
} = '2 

with YJ = Y if j =1= 1 or Il 

and 

0 ' 4 

0·2 

pj = (- l )ip. 

, , , 

-- , 

\ / 
\ / 
\ ,: / 
\ ,/ / 
\ / 

0 ~-----------r-----:T'----~1'-0 ----'/~----+-----~-----2~'0------· I 

-0' 2 

-0,4 

\ / 
\ / 
\: / 

A-- / 
\ / "-
V " V 

, 
I 
I 

- .) 

, , , 
I , 

Fig. 9a. T he amplitudes oJ the real and imaginary components, Er alld Eh and the resultant intensifY I rif light transmitted 
through an idealized model oJ a diformed ice crystal . 

Case / : inclination oJ optic axis = 25°, inclination oJ polarizers = 0°. 
T he horizontal axis is the distance across the crystal x, measured in relntion to the slip-band spacing (see Fig. 8). The 

vertical axis gives the amplitudes ill units oJ pEo and the intensiry i ll units oJ p' [ 0, where Eo and 10 are the amplitude and 
intensiry oJ the incident light. 
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With these conditions 

where 
and 

AI = - p sin YI exp {-i (Yn + my)}, 
.·In = (- I )"p in Y" exp {- i(YI + m)}, 
.-1 = - p tan yfexp {-i(yn-YI )}' 
f = {(- I )1n exp (imy)-exp ( - imy)}j2 
m = n- 2. 

These expressions have been evaluated numerically for several different cases. 

Case I 

Thickness of crystal 
Thickness of lamellae 

= 2.5 mm 
= 0.1 mm 

Inclination of optic axis = 25 0 

Inclination of polarizers to reference axes = 00 

With these conditions each ray traverses a total of 10.5 lamellae and the spacing of the 
slip lines is o. I I mm. The intensity is then as shown in Figure ga. 

It is clear from the diagram that the intensity fluctuates with a wavelength equal to the 
spacing between the slip lines, not several times that spacing, a found by observation and 
suggested by the qualitative analysi given above. The diagram also shows, however, that 
the real and imaginary components have a periodicity double the spacing between the slip 
lines and we therefore suggest that the shorter periodicity i only a result of the highly 
symmetrical case under consideration. 

0· 4 

0·2 

'. --
\~ ~'. 

... ~ ~, 
\~ ~'. , 

'~ ~\ 
'~ ', 1 

L-----------~~----------~~----------~~----------~~. x 
o 1· 0 2·0 

Fig. 9h . JIl{e/lsities plotted as i1l Figure 9a. 

Case 2: i'lciination q[ optic axis = 25°, Inclination of polarizers:-
---- 0°, - - - 1. 72° alld . .. ... . . 2.86°. 
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Case 2 

Thickness of crystal and lamellae and inclination of opti c axis as in Case I. 

Variable inclination of polarizers from 0° to 3°. 
With these conditions the in tensities are as shown in Figure gb. This diagram sho\\'s tha t 

rotating the polarizers decreases the symmetry of the intensity distribution across the specimen, 
giving i t a periodicity double the slip band pacing, and that this effect becomes mOI'e marked 
as the angle between the axes of the polarizers a nd the reference axes increases . 

1·0 

0 ·5 

. 
I 
I 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

• 
" ., . . . , 

I 
I 
I 

/ 
/ 

f'- ~\./. / 
: ,,\ / 

\, \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

' ... \ 
'-. \ ' .. --'" 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

I 

" .. . , 
., <$ =26·1 ° 

I 
I 

r "~ =25 ' 3 ' 

~ = 2 4'8 ' 

\ 
\ 

~------------~"--=-/--------~-------------r--'-~~~--------~--------~ x 
o 1·0 2·0 

Fig. 9c. Intensities plotted as in Figure 9a. 

Case 3: inclination cif polarizers = 0 0, inclination of optic axis = 24.80 to 27 .. t as shown. 

Case 3 
Thickness of crystal and lamellae as in cases [ and 2. 

Inclination of polarizers to references axes = 0°. 
Variab le inclination of optic ax is from 24.8 to 26. [ 0 . 

Wi th these conditions the number of lamellae traversed van es from 10.5 l O 11. 5. The 
resu ltant intensity distribution is shown in Figure gc. 

T his diagram also shows that the transmitted intensi ty has a wavelength twice the slip
band spacing, excep t when the number of lamellae traversed is exactly n+ o.5 , where Il is 
an integer. 
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The model was a lso used to compute the maximum intensity transmitted as a funct ion 
of the inclination of the optic axis. The I-esul t is plotted in Figure 10 and clearly shows that 
the interference bands will not be seen when </> ~ 70°. On the other hand, this graph indi
cated that interference bands may be seen when </> ~ 15°, contrary to our observation . It 
will be seen, however, that when </> is a small a this, only a few band are traversed by ea ch 
ray, even in the h ighly symmetrica l model under consideration. In a real crystal the slip 
lamellae would not be expected to have either uniform thi cknesses o r equal nUsorientations 
and therefore it i not too surprising to find that in order for interference bands to be visible, 
the ave rage number of lamellae traversed by each ray must be rather greater than the model 
would suggest. 

0 
I 

11 

1·5 11 

11 

11 

1 1 

1 I 
1 1 

1 1 

<;:l '. 

1·0 

J 

J J J 
0 I I 

I I 

0·5 J I 

11 

11 

• 0 
7 

rp 
1 

11 
1 

J1 « 
11 

1\ 
11 

1 1 
1 1 1 

1 J 1 13 

11 I W 
11 I I , 
11 " I 11 " \, ,~ 
1 0 0 o 12 14 
10 \ }!), 

~ \ 

16 0 " 20 
18 - 0 - 0... 21 

'0.. 
o ~------~~-------1---------+~~~---+--~ 

0° 80 ' 

Fig. 10 . A1aximuIII inlensity lrallsllliUed (ill ulZils if p2 ! O) as a filllclio l/ of lhe illclilla lio/l of lhe oplic axis <p. T he sll/all 
/Il11nbers 01/ lhe graph give lhe Ilumber of lamellae lraversed (= /1 ..,... 0.5 ). 

4. DI CUSSIO N 

The evidence presented above favour the mi ori entation hypothesi . That is to ay, it 
supports the suggestion that the individual lamellae p roduced by d eformation are in slightly 
different crystallographic orien tations. Because ice is a uniaxia l crys tal , hO\I'ever, no optical 
change could be ob erved if the lamellae were merely ro tated " 'ith re pect to each o ther 
about the c-axis and it is therefore essential to the themy tha t the direction of the c-axis hould 
change from lamella to lamella. 

A misorientation of this kind cannot be produced by the movement of dislocations ,,·hose 
Burgers vectors l ie in the basal plane (which account for the majori ty of the slip in ice) , but 
requires that d islocations with Burger vectors having component para llel to the c-axis 
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hould accumulate on, or near, the active glide planes. The existence of such dislocations in 
ice has been inferred by a number of workers (e.g. Gold, 1963; Muguruma and Higashi , 
1963; Levi and others, 1965) and we suggest that the present work also indicates that they 
do exist and make an active contribution to the deformation . 

The degree of misorientation can be estimated from the results derived above. Figures 9 
and 10 show that the amplitude of the intensity variations predicted by our model is of the 
order of 0.5 p2I o. This can be compared with intensity which is transmitted when the analyser 
and polarizer are rotated through an angle 8 away from the extinction position for an un
deformed crystal. In this case 

Er = AS(8) MS( - 8) E; 
where 1\1 is the matrix for an undeformed crystal and is given by 

M = : ' [ 

T 

From Equations (18) and (19), it follows that 

1 = 10 sin2 28 sin2 r. 
Experiment shows that the variations in intensity in the interference bands are comparable 

with the variation produced by rotating the polarizers through t to 1 ° . Assuming 8 to be 
small , Equation (20) shows that 1 is of the order 0.5 82Jo. H ence p ~ 8. Strictly p is the angle 
between the projection of the c-axis on to a plane normal to the axis of viewing, but apart 
from the occasional special case, it will not differ greatly from the change in the direction of 
the c-axis . 

We conclude, therefore, that there are tilt boundaries between the lamellae in which the 
angle of tilt is of the order of to to 1° . This is of the same order of magnitude as the low angle 
tilt boundaries observed in other materials and as the sub-divisions of larger tilt boundaries 
observed in ice by Nakaya (1958). 

Finally, let us consider how the stress system acting on the crystal could produce tilt 
boundaries of the type required by the theory. 

The most probable Burgers vector with a component parallel to the c-axis is c( 000 I >, 
since this is the shortest lattice vector not lying in the basal plane and the elastic strain energy 
of a dislocation is proportional to the square of the length of its Burgers vector. Such dis
locations will probably glide on either {I lOo} or {I 120} planes, although they could glide on 
any plane normal to the basal plane. A Burgers vector parallel to the ( 1123> direction is 
also possible, but seems less likely. 

ow when a crystal is compressed along an axis which is inclined to the c-axis, there will 
be a resolved shear stress both on the basal plane and also on these planes. This means that 
dislocations of this type will experience a force tending to make them glide in a direction 
normal to the basal plane. It is clear, however, that the majority of deformation in ice takes 
place on localized basal planes which must presumably contain a large number of dislocations 
with Burgers vectors of the type ia( ! 120>. We therefore visualize that dislocations with their 
Burgers vectors parallel to the c-axis will be generated between the active basal glide planes 
and glide until they pile-up against the dislocations on the active planes. 

We suggest that they are generated, because it seems unlikely that there would be a 
sufficient number of "grown-in" dislocations to account for the observed misorientation and 
also because the interference bands become more marked as the deformation continues, 
presumably as a result of increasing misorientation between the lamellae. The resultant tilt 
will depend on the sum of the Burgers vectors of all the dislocations piled up against a glide 
band can be expected to vary in a random manner from glide band to glide band. The postu
lated array of dislocations is indicated schematically in Figure I I. 
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ACTIVE GLIDE PLANES 

Fig. [1. A possible network of dislocations in a compressed ice crystal. 

5. S UMMARY AND CONCLUSIO NS 

In the experiments described in this paper, single crystals of ice have been viewed between 
crossed polarizers in order to study changes wh ich occur when they are d eformed by 
compreSSIOn. 

Some interference bands were observed at grain boundaries produced by kinking. These 
bands can be accounted for by the changes in the orientation of the optic axis across the 
boundary and the spacings between them can be predicted with the aid of Jones' calculus, 
which is a powerful tool for the analysis of such systems. Irregu larities in their spacings are a 
measure of irregularities in the grain boundary. 

Jones' calculus has also been applied to a study of interference bands which were observed 
parallel to the trace of the basal plane on the surface of many of the deformed specimens. 
It appears probable that these bands are a result of slight misorientations between adjacent 
slip lamellae. If this interpretation is correct, then it implies that there is some deformation 
produced by the movement of dislocations with non-basal Burgers vectors, probably parallel 
to the c-axis, ( 0001 ) , or perhaps the < I 123) direction. Al though it is clear that any mechanism 
involving such dislocations on ly makes a small contribution to the total deformation , it may 
nevertheless be significant for the understanding of creep phenomena and some of the textures 
of deformed polycrystalline ice observed in nature. 
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